Orientalism and PrOpa.ga.nda.:the construction of a wartime national id entity akiko takenaka 63 (0 ns c Japan has donned an assortment of masks, varying from the exotic land of Zen and geisha girls to an "Asian Tiger," the economic superpower of the 80s. It is also remembered as the country that aggressively invaded China in the 30s, and the disreputable enemy of World War II that cast a surprise attack on Pearl Harbor. Particularly during wartime, many of the ways the country was perceived from the outside were an outcome of intentional image-making by the government and the people. Such images are created tor a specific audience with a distinct purpose. During the 1930s, in the political turbulence prior to World War II, the national image desired by the government was in conflict with the style that a generation of Japanese architects were trying to createa style capable of representing a modern country. This tension can be observed in the curious differences that arose in the creation and the reception of two Japanese national pavilions designed for two international expositions in the 30s.
That is why it is so curious that just two short years later, for the 1939 New York World's Fair, the Japanese authorities insisted on a conservative design modeled on a traditional Shinto shrine. (Fig. 2 ) Even more surprising was that this decision by the Japanese officials was taken in the face of the overwhelmingly futuristic bent of the 1939 fair, with its Buck Rogers "Building the World of Tomorrow" theme. The Japanese pavilion was one of the few traditionally styled national pavilions at the Fair. Based on my archival research, I challenge the usual interpretation that the Paris pavilion is a brilliant example of modernist Japanese architecture, while the pavilion at the New York World's Fair is a "humiliating regression" in the history of Japanese architecture. What follows challenges this interpretation by investigating the process of creation of the two pavilions. In fact, the pressure of an aggressive Japanese military state, as discovered in records of communication to e.xposition architects and officials, reveal the design for the New York pavilion as a sophisticated and o as successful political strategy in apprehension of World War IIpart of a larger propaganda effort by the government to create a peaceful image of prewar Japan. The more typically hailed pavilion for Paris, examined in light of this, can now be read as a failed attempt at the governmental manipulation of artistic production.
The design for the national pavilion at Paris had undergone many changes prior to its presentation in the foreign context, due to significant disagreements between the governmental authorities in charge of the exhibition and the architects involved in the design of the pavilion. The pavilion design was originally selected in a closed competition supervised by a Tokyo University professor and the Paris Exposition Committee, and was organized by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.2 But the selected designa glass and steel pavilion influenced by the International Styleby Kunio Maekawa, a young modernist trained in France, did not receive approval due to what the government saw as a lack of Japanese aspects. (Fig. 3) The government re-selected another entry, a "traditional Japanese style structure with tiled roof for the tower ... black lacquered pillars and ornamented whitewash walls, randomly decorated with red lacquered pillars."^However, the opportunity to "modernize" this government-mandated design appeared, since the construction was to be undertaken in France with the exclusive use of French materials and workers. Junzo Sakakuraworking under Le Corbusier in Paris at the time was commissioned to oversee its construction and make any necessary adjustments and translations for the workers. That Sakakura took great liberties with the design was concealed in his ambiguous comment that the pavilion would "demonstrate a Japaneselike quality making the best use of French materials." He revised the original design by infusing traditional elements, such as the slender pillars and ornamented walls, into his own innovative but markedly Corbusian style. In the words of architectural historian Shoichi Inoue, Sakakura's pavilion was an exercise in "digesting the 'historical style of Japan' into a 'progressive style of the West'."'* It received the Grand Prix, and the design was praised by an American magazine as having achieved The theme troubled those concerned that modern architecture in Japan, "whose beauty resides in its minimalist simplicity, will not have enough prominence? when placed among the Western pavilions."^Comments made in correspondence suggested that the pavilion be designed in a "style easily associated with traditional Japanese architecture" because "the general American public is used to large scaled buildings and wide streets, has no knowledge of Japanese culture, and will not be able to appreciate the spirit of true Japanese architecture."''
As well, the Advisory Committee for the Fair in New York suggested that the scientific and industrial progress of Japan was "so far behind our own and that of European nations as to be wholly uninteresting and undramatic" and "American interest in Far East industrial progress would be negligible." The American committee concluded that "indigenous exhibits such as rugs and porcelain" should be appropriate as the exhibits of the Far Eastern countries."' Of course, the planners in Japan were by now well aware of these opinions. All quotes in the paragraph are from: DRO: July 8. 1938 . Also, in a meeting of the Japanese Committee for the New York Fair, a strategy "to alleviate the negative feelings of the .\mericans towards Japan," that they "make prodigious participation ... and publicize our interest and enthusiasm in the maintenance of a harmonious relationship with the countr>'" was suggested. (From a progress report dated June 1, 1938) 12 The method in which Orientalist artists and writers had constructed the "exotic Oriental world" by the creation of temporal and spatial distance, is discussed in detail by Edward Said in Orientalism (New York: Vintage Books, 1978). In these publications, the foreign policy and overseas achievements of the country were interspersed with texts introducing the cultural side of Japan. In my thesis. 1 suggest that this is a similar strateg)' of presentation that is observed in the pavilion and its displaysboth the textual and architectural presentation s conceal political reality within the veil of culture.
